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Hello Gators!! If you are interested in joining the only professional chemical science fraternity, then Alpha Chi Sigma (AX?) is the way to go! Alpha Chi Sigma is a CO-ED professional fraternity that was founded in 1902 by the University of Wisconsin-Madison and welcomed more than 70,000 members from universities across the country. Membership
consists of Wanting to find your home on campus along with guidance and service opportunities? Phi Sigma Pi Co-Ed National Honor fraternity has an open set January 27 - 30 on campus with free food. Go out and meet your star members for participation and service opportunities. Open to all majors and all UF students. Check that this is not the case. Phi
Sigma Pi National Brotherhood honors will be hosting their fall 2017 outdoor peak from September 11 to September 15 - make sure to go out to meet great people, have a good time and eat FREE food! If you have any other questions to look for us on Facebook or by emailing qingyihe@ufl.edu or cbarski@ufl.edu Phi Phi Sigma Pi is a national co-ed honors
fraternity based on scholarships, guidance and scholarships. There will be free meals at their outdoor peak January 17 to 20. Check www.pspuf.com for more information! Phi Sigma Pi is a co-ed national honor fraternity based on the principles of scholarship, leadership and scholarship. Go to our spring open peak on January 16 - 20. More information on the
pspuf.com. Interested in sharing your love of science with like-minded people? Join AXS, the nation's only joint cause of the Professional Chemical Sciences fraternity, for a rush this week! They will hold information sessions on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday at CLB 212. Check them out on Facebook for more information: Facebook.com/AXS.BI.UF or
by email recruitment.ufaxs@gmail.com that Epsilon Sigma Alpha is a co-ed fraternity service. They work with many organizations in the Gainesville community as well as their charity, St. Jude Children's Research Hospital. They will be held on September 7 and 8, and the peak week will be held from September 12 to 17. Check out their Facebook page ( for
you're interested in going to law school but don't know where to start? Phi Alpha Delta is an international, collaborative, pre-legal fraternity to help you. They offer networking and internship opportunities, social, national award-winning mock trial programs, and more. If you are interested in joining, come to their interest meeting on Tuesday, Sept. Phi Sigma Pi
National Co-Ed Honor Fraternity is part of a social fraternity, a part service organization and a partial honor society based on tripod scholarship, leadership and To find out more, go out to their information meeting on Tuesday night, January 20 at 6 p.m. in Broward Basement. Free pizza to be served Other rush events include: January January [...] Does your
CV need polishing? Do you cringe every time you go through an interview? Well then Alpha Kappa Psi's joint professional fraternity is an organization to get you on the right track! AKPsi is open to all specialties. They are dedicated to helping their promises and brothers succeed professionally through mock interviews, resume development and ... Phi Sigma
Pi National Honor FraternityΦΣΠFoundedFebruary 14, 1916; 104 years ago (February 14, 1916) University of Central MissouriTypeHonorEmphasisscholarshipScopenationalMottoImproving Humanity with HonorColors Purple and GoldChapters135 Collegiate, 17 AlumniMembersca. 50,000 collegiateTripod IdealsColarity, Leadership, and
FellowshipHeadquarters2119 Ambassador CircleLancaster, PA 17603 USAWebsitePhi Sigma Pi website Phi Sigma Pi (ΦΣΠ) is a gender-inclusive national honor fraternity based in the United States. The Brotherhood is a 501 (c) (3) non-profit organization registered in Pennsylvania to promote the ideals of scholarship, leadership and scholarship. Phi Sigma
Pi is organized in approximately one hundred and forty collegiate offices in four-year collegiate institutions and several regional offices and alumni associations serving about 50,000 brothers. While collegiate chapters may fall within the purview of university student leaders, Phi Sigma Pi does not maintain any connection with the North American Inter-Brother
Conference. Membership in Phi Sigma Pi is open to students in four-year collegiate institutions who have earned 3.0 cumulative scores on average (on a scale of 4.00, where 4.00 is equivalent to Class A) for at least one semester or a quarter of collegiate work. Individual chapters can raise this requirement, for example, to 3.25, but they cannot lower it.
However, getting a bid is competitive, as only a handful are accepted each semester, so meeting the GPA requirement does not guarantee membership. The story of Phi Sigma Pi was founded at the Warrensburg State Teachers' College - now known as the University of Central Missouri - on February 14, 1916, by Dr. Eldo L. Hendrix, Dr. Claude A. Phillips,
and Dr. Clarence H. McClure. The Brotherhood became national in 1921, when a third chapter was founded at Bradley University in Peoria, Illinois. The Fraternity has since evolved from an honorary professional fraternity into a professional fraternity education and then, in 1966, in honor of the fraternity for all disciplines. Phi Sigma Pi became a co-formation
in 1977. Fi Sigma Pi Formation Hendrix, Phillips and McClure contacted Phi Beta Kappa and sought permission to create the chapter. Phi Beta Kappa policy stated that chapters can only be created on campuses of qualified liberal arts colleges and universities, as doesn't fit that. it was impossible to create a chapter. The Omikron Delta Kappa has also been
contacted. Omicron Delta Kappa has the same chapter requirements as Phi Beta Kappa; so Warrensburg couldn't have a chapter. All three also contacted other nationally recognized social fraternities, stressing that they were communicating. They got the same answer. Since no fraternity that would create a chapter in Warrensburg could be found by
Hendrix, Phillips, and McClure, they founded a new one. On February 14, 1916, Phi Sigma Pi was founded and officially named the Honorary Professional Brotherhood of Phi Sigma Pi. Dr. Hendrix was the first person to sign the book Phi Sigma Pi and is therefore known as Alpha 1. Signatures by Dean Phillips and Professor McClure follow Hendrix.
Together, Hendrix, Phillips and McClure are known as the founding fathers of the fraternity. The first chapter also consisted of ten students and honorary members: Fred Thayer, J. A. Leach, R.W. Grinstead, Ray F. Pankins, Wade K. Fowler, Roy G. Bigelow, Arthur Cress, John A. Dack, Harold Patterson, and Harry Hill. Twelve new members were introduced
the following year. War Years (1942-1975) Because of World War II, all fifteen chapters went inactive at the end of 1942. Many schools had so few students that state legislatures were considering permanently closing them. The war also prevented the 1943 Grand Chapter Convention, where new national officers were to be elected. It was agreed that the
current staff would lead the fraternity and its ultimate reorganization until the next grand chapter meeting. By the fall of 1946, all but one of the chapters before the war had been renewed, with the exception of Mu's head at the State Teachers' College, Slippery Rock, Pennsylvania. However, history shows that it will take several decades for the fraternity to
regain the momentum it gained during the 1920s and 1930s. By 1950, not only were contacts with graduates critical of the war, but faculty advisers, who had led the fraternity for most of the previous two decades, were ready to resign. By 1954, Claire B. Wilson, James M. McCullister, Alpha 33, James C. Stoner and longtime regional director Simon S.
Shearer, Omicron 20, had disappeared. The death was claimed by Beecher Flanagan in 1950 and Sanders. McComsey, Sigma 17, in 1955. The system of regional directors has been resigned in order to use senior positions of national staff. Also at this time, Lampadion stopped publishing, leaving purple gold as the only communication between the heads
and the National Administration. However, at the end of the decade the fraternity was incorporated nationally in Illinois on April 25, At a critical juncture in 2,000 years, the Sigma Pi fraternity needed new leadership because the old guard had resigned, and it did. Two of the fraternity's most dedicated national officers came out of this era, namely, Joseph
Torchia, Sigma 296, and Richard K. Todd, Sigma 58 and Tau 878. Their leadership and commitment to Phi Sigma Pi carried the fraternity for the next two decades, serving in several positions. Torkia worked in his alma mater as an adjunct professor of education from 1946 to 1975. Constantly reprising his role as a teacher, Torchia did extensive tutoring,
including learning speed reading for individuals and business groups. The Distinguished Chapter Award was created in 1957 and then renamed the Joseph Torquay Distinguished Chapter Award in 1970 in honor of Mr. Torquay for his extensive contribution to Phi Sigma Pi for four decades. As for Dr. Richard Todd, perhaps no man has devoted his time and
energy to 2,000 3,000 People's Day as he has been up to this point in history. It will certainly fit your mental image as an old-fashioned gentleman, said former National President Jack Thornton, Tau 862. He and Sweetheart (a term weasel given to Cloud's wife To comeo Todd Dr. Todd) couldn't have children, instead, every tau head brother became one of
their children. They were always good for food, places to wash and dry clothes, places to sleep, a few bucks for a bus ride home - all that was needed. Usually the brothers tried to bring them back, but Todd insisted that they do the same for someone else in need. Dr. Todd worked for many years as an advisor to the head of tau and held almost all positions
on the National Council. At the University of East Carolina, Todd was an outstanding professor of history and an advisor to many student organizations. Dr. Todd and his wife Sweetheart will establish several scholarships, including the Fi Sigma P. Richard C. Todd and cloud pennock Todd Tripod Scholarships. Todd is described on the University of East
Carolina website as ... one of the most caring and generous professors of the department. With the help of Henry W. Olsen, Rho 98; Leroy G. Pulver, Pi 27; Perry McCandless, Alpha 384; and Abram Foster, Sigma 340, Todd and Torkia led the fraternity to realize that while the fraternity was stable, stagnation was set in inches on October 1, 1966, at the
Grand Chapter Congress held in Washington, President Abram Foster said, We remain in a state of stagnation, and that is not very good. We lose the ability to spread the goals of Phi Sigma Pi. We must act. At that time, colleges and universities were openly preventing the creation of social fraternities, while promoting the establishment of honour and
scholarship organizations. Seeing that Phi Sigma Pi always made an exceptional emphasis on scholarship - the premise is that good teachers were also scientists - - it has been suggested that the honor of the fraternity that emphasized scholarship, leadership and scholarship will retain the tripod, creating new opportunities for expansion. Tripod Phi Sigma
Pi's Tripod Phi Sigma Pi is explained as: 1. Acquisition and dissemination of information and knowledge through scholarship, 2. Applying professional skills and strengthening leadership qualities by promoting and promoting the well-being of mankind, 3. Promoting non-discriminatory, fraternal communication in the ranks of Phi Sigma Pi. Phi Sigma Pi is
constantly striving to make these ideals dynamic in the lives of Phi Sigma Pi members. These ideals are often mentioned in their abbreviated form: scholarship, leadership and scholarships. Publications and The Insignia Fraternity publishes a purple and gold magazine for collegiate members and Lampadion for graduates. Phi Sigma Pi provides an identity
gem available to members. The icon is a monogram of letters that ΦΣΠ diagonally. Phi can be enlarged with pearls. The centennial badge allowed to contrast purple stones on the central stroke of Ayr. Dear keys to the service with the coat of arms are awarded to the heads of presidents and secretaries, who faithfully and effectively carry out their duties as
the Great Head. The colors of the fraternity are purple and gold. The charity Former National Philanthropy Phi Sigma Pi has been a taught for America's national charity. Teach For America is a national corps of outstanding recent college graduates who commit two years to teaching in urban and rural public schools. Their mission is to create a movement to
eliminate educational inequalities by engaging some of our country's most promising future leaders in this effort. Since 2007, Phi Sigma Pi has donated $67,104.47 and sent 672 to 672 for education in America's regions and schools. At the 2014 National Conference, Phi Sigma Pi decided to abandon Teach For America as a national philanthropy to pursue
broader investments in education and public service. The organization still supports Teach for America, but is once again shifting its focus to other classes, with a strong focus on the ideals of scholarship, leadership, and scholarship. At the Grand Meeting of Heads in 2014, a proposal was adopted to study new charitable initiatives. As the history of Phi Sigma
Pi is rooted in education, it is recommended that our Founders initiatives continue during this research year. Phi Sigma Pi Members and Chapters may consider supporting: organizations that support underserved Brothers schools that serve as educators of local school systems at the 2015 Grand Chapter Meeting, vice president of charity development has
provided The Grand Chapter with potential charitable partnerships to consider. They Offer offer organization to begin negotiations with the Hugh O'Brien Youth Leadership Fund (HOBY) about a possible partnership. At the Grand Chapter in 2017, the Vice President of Charity Development proposed to Hugh O'Brien of the Phi Sigma Pi's National Philanthropy
Foundation for Youth Leadership (HOBY). The Great Chapter voted and accepted the proposal. Scholarships by Richard Cecil Todd and Cloud Pennock Todd Tripod Scholarship In September 1991, Dr. and Mrs. Richard Todd created Richard Cecil Todd and Cloud Pennock Todd Tripod Scholarship to promote the future academic opportunity of the Phi
Sigma Pi brothers who have excelled in embodying the ideals of scholarship, leadership and scholarship. Although both the doctor and Mrs. Todd died in the 1990s, their memory and countless contributions to both Phi Sigma Pi and education will not be forgotten. The Right to a Todd Tripod Scholarship is available to all active Phi Sigma Pi students who
meet the criteria set out in the scholarship statute and award criteria. Over the past few years, members of the chapter have contributed to the Todd Tripod Scholarship. One example of this generosity is the Miles for Todd campaign. Grand Head Conference delegates have been donating their chapter mileage refunds to have the scholarship flourish. In 1928,
Rolla F. Wood received a scholarship, Rolla F. Wood became national president, and with his tenure there were changes in the fraternity. Wood has made the National Council a more cohesive unit and promoted expansion. The Brotherhood grew from four chapters to seven during his presidency. After his successful term, Wood illustrated true fraternal
devotion in a way many didn't want - he continued to serve. For the next six years he volunteered on the council as vice president for heads development (former national adviser) for a year, senior vice president for a year and historian from 1931 to 1935. During his years on the council, his push for expansion resulted in a total of 14 new chapters joining the
original four. Wood, the brother of the head of Alpha, studied at Vanderbilt University's graduate school, where he founded the head of Epsilon. In honor of Wood's national contribution, dedication and constant pursuit of knowledge, the fraternity now has its graduate scholarship named after him. Lloyd G. Balfour Scholarships This program, established in
1985 in honor of Lloyd G. Balfour of Sigma Chi Fraternity, awards financial assistance to full-time students who study in accredited graduate schools or vocational schools. To be eligible, applicants must be initiated by members in good position by NIC, NPC, NPHC, or PFA organization. Recipients are determined based on THE GPA (3.2 minimum), campus
and community participation, as well as leadership within their fraternity/society. National National President - Eric Duff Walshburger Senior Vice President - Jonathan Moreno National Secretary - Brian Christiansen Vice President of Finance - Sarah Cantwell Vice Presidents for Development - Kelsey Flynn, Kate McConnell, and Sarah Viviani National Staff
Executive Director - Suzanne Shaffer Director of Head Services - Daniel Raidenbach Senior Director/Director of Communications - Adrienne Freeland Director of Leadership Development - Kasi Dotterer Director of Alumni Relations and Programming - Sarah Smith Director of Standards and Practice - Meaghan Kahu Jeffman Business Manager - Donna Rent
Head Consultants - George Denny Emma Israel, Edel Rimando (Edel Rimando) Collegiate Chapters List of Collegiate Chapters Heads/Association of Baltimore Metro Alumni Chapter (BMAAC) - Baltimore and Surrounding Region Capital Chapter - Washington and Central Florida Alumni Chapter (CFAC) Delaware Valley Alumni Chapter (DVAC) Philadelphia, South NJ and North Delaware Eastern North Carolina Alumni Chapter Big Monongahela Alumni Chapter (GMAC) - Southwest Pennsylvania and West Virginia Metrolina Graduates Chapter - Charlotte , North Carolina Metropolitan Area Middle Tennessee Alumni Chapter (MTAC) New York Metropolitan Area Alumni Chapter (NYMAAC) It was
built in 1996 to hamster national staff and meet the needs of an expanding fraternity. The National Headquarters is available at normal working hours, M-F from 8-4:30 p.m. Moscow time (PDF). Archive from the original (PDF) dated April 17, 2015. Join us. Archive from the original 2012-04-20. Received 2012-08-30. b c d e f g Phi Sigma Pi Documentation
(PDF). Constant Dead Connection - Phi Sigma Pi History. Archive from the original on April 24, 2013. Fi Sigma Pi - Delta Chi. Received on June 4, 2011. Scholarships. Archive from the original 2012-07-04. Received 2012-08-30. Scholarships. Archive from the original 2012-07-04. Received 2012-08-30. Scholarships. Archive from the original 2012-07-04.
Received 2012-08-30. National Headquarters. Archive from the original 2013-04-24. Received 2013-05-01. Office virtual tour. Archive from the original 2012-06-30. Received 2012-08-30. Get in touch. Archive from the original 2012-06-30. Received 2012-08-30. External Links Phi Sigma Pi National Honorary Brotherhood Phi Sigma Pi National Association
Alumni Phi Sigma Pi Foundation obtained from
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